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Abstract—A distributed antenna system (DAS) architecture is
considered to be a key enabler for further Network Virtualization
where different network configurations are created as needed by
a centralized decision making unit that is typically integrated
into the Cloud Radio Access Network (C-RAN) which offers a
potential architecture for 5G wireless communication systems.
Many schemes have been proposed for Fractional Frequency
Reuse (FFR) for resource allocation in the static cellular network
architecture. In this paper, we investigate using the emerging
Licensed Shared Access (LSA) on the downlink cell edge in a
Network Virtualization context. We derive a threshold of the LSA
bandwidth ratio for the average capacity and analyze the average
capacity gain. This provides a guide in the decision making for
using LSA bandwidth in DAS with Network Virtualization.

Keywords—Licensed Shared Access, Distributed Antenna Sys-
tems, Fractional Frequency Reuse, Network Virtualization.

I. INTRODUCTION

A Distributed Antenna System (DAS) is considered to be
one of the mainstream technologies for the next generation
wireless communication, especially for the cell edge users in
cellular networks. The seminal work of DAS was proposed
in [1] and applications were used in improve the coverage of
the indoor cellular networks and to reduce the outage without
building extra base stations. Subsequently the concept was
introduced into the cellular network by deploying multiple
antennas in different sectors to improve performance within
one cell or one macro cell [2].

Recently, the Cloud Radio Access Network (C-RAN),
proposed in [3] and [4], has become a technology of great
interest due to its efficiency and flexibility for future cellular
networks. All signal processing and computing is performed in
a central unit, such as a super base station. Previous deployed
base stations become remote antenna units connected to the
central unit through fiber with an RF switch. Since they are
geographically separated they can be employed as antennas in
DAS in the cellular network.

The Network Virtualization concept [5] introduces a high
degree of configuration flexibility by sharing and dividing the
resources into slices and allocate to streams. Cloud computing
and centralized processing solve the cooperation difficulties
caused by the large amount of information that needs to be
otherwise exchanged between base stations on the backhaul.
These features show the potential in improving cell edge users
performance [6]. With the flexibility provided by C-RAN and
Network Virtulization, how to allocate the resources utilizing
a limited spectrum to achieve higher capacity becomes a key
problem and the motivation of this paper.
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Fig. 1: Cloud Radio Access Network Architecture.

Due to the potential advantages of DAS and C-RAN, many
mobile system operators are considering to use those technolo-
gies in current and next generation wireless communication
networks, i.e. 4G [7] and 5G networks [8].

For 5G networks, a new Licensed Shared Access (LSA)
concept has created much interests [9]. The LSA concept
introduces spectrum sharing between an incumbent spectrum
user and a Mobile Network Operator (MNO) user following
a certain agreement. LSA shows potentials on increasing
capacity of MNO users by obtaining more frequency resources
[10]. Thus investigating how LSA will perform in DAS and
C-RAN systems with Network Virtualization for 5G networks
is the motivation of our paper. However, LSA is a novel
approach and to the best of our knowledge the problem of FFR
resource allocation in DAS for cell edge users in a dynamic
Network Virtualization context has not been fully investigated
yet. Although the LSA concept was presented in [11][12], no
directly comparable work has been found in literature.

In our previous paper [6], we analyzed and compared the
downlink capacity in C-RAN with DAS model using FFR. In
this paper, we build the system model according to [6] and
extend the results by adding usage of LSA in one cell.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides the system model of DAS and C-RAN. LSA capacity
is analyzed and compared with MNO capacity in Section III.
Numerical results are shown and discussed in Section IV.
Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.

Notation: E[·] denotes the expectation operator.
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Fig. 2: MU-MIMO Fractional Frequency Reuse Pattern.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Our cellular network model setup is a C-RAN multicell
and multiuser system including hexagonal shaped cells with
one antenna in the center of each cell and mobile users in each
cell. All the antennas are geographically separately located and
connected through fiber to a cloud central unit, as illustrated
in Fig. 1.

Assume that users are uniformly located in each cell, the
user number is equal for each cell. In the Network Virtualiza-
tion context, the concept of sharing is by dividing resource into
slices. In this paper, the sharing of the downlink bandwidth is
by dividing the bandwidth into frequency slices. Assume each
slice has same bandwidth and for each user there is another
user occupying the same bandwidth in the interfering cell. The
bandwidth of each frequency slice is given as :

BWedge

Nf
=
BWall −BWcenter

Nf
(1)

where BWedge is the bandwidth at the cell edge, BWcenter

is the bandwidth in the cell center and Nf is the frequency
division number. We assume that the size of the cell center
is 2/3 of the cell radius. In order to increase the capacity for
cell edge users, we use multi-user multiple-input and multiple-
output (MU-MIMO) transmission for multi-user cooperation
and single-user multiple-input and single output (SU-MISO)
for single user transmission with power gain [6].

A. MU-MIMO using Coordinated Beamforming

Consider MU-MIMO transmission, two antennas are trans-
mitting to two users with different beams. We use CoMP-CB to
accomplish MU-MIMO transmission, thus the receiving signal
matrix for a pair of coodinated users is given by:

y =
√
PtHx +

∑
i∈BI

√
PtHixi + n (2)

where x ∈ CT2×1 is the transmitting signal from the remote
antenna units, H ∈ C2×2 is the channel fading matrix,
xi ∈ CT2×1 is the transmitting signal from the other remote
antenna units to interfering users, Hi ∈ C2×2 is the channel
fading matrix to interfering users, n ∈ CT2×1 is the the Additive
White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) of power density equals to N0

and y ∈ CT2×1 is the receiving signal of two users at the sectors

of neighbour cells. BI denotes the interfering antenna set.
We use zero-forcing beamforming precoding to obtain MIMO
multiplexing gain and the precoding matrix is:

M = H† (3)

Then the transmitting signal from the remote antenna units
becomes:

x = Ms (4)

where s ∈ CT2×1 is the source transmitting data from the
antenna units. However, for the sake of a fair comparison with
SU-MISO case that the equal transmitting power should be
used in comparison, we set the precoding matrix to satify the
power constraint as:

MS =
H†

‖H†‖
(5)

Thus the receriving signal is given by:

y =
√
PtHMSs +

∑
i∈BI

√
PtHiMSisi + n (6)

and the MU-MIMO CoMP-Coordinated Beamforming capac-
ity is:

C = BW log2

∣∣∣∣∣I +
PtHSMSM∗SH∗S∑

i∈BI
PtHSMSM∗SH∗S + Pn

∣∣∣∣∣ (7)

Assuming that the receiver has perfect channel information,
we can use the block diagonalization (BD) algorithm to
demodulate the signal by:

[S V D] = svd(PtHSMSM∗SH∗S) (8)

and select the diagonal value of the matrix V as:

λj = diag(V) (9)

Thus the downlink capacity of MU-MIMO CB user k is
given as:

Ck = BWk log2 |1 + γCBk | (10)

where

γCBk =

∏
j λj∏

i λi + δ2
n

(11)

The two cooperating antenna units transmit the signal to
two users in the neighbour sectors at the same time and same
frequency AOk = ANk as illustrated in Fig. 2. To avoid intra-
cell interference the six sectors in a cell are allocated different
frequency resources Nf >= 6. We construct the cell topology
with a 3-cell cluster consisting of 18 sectors. Considering the
sectors and neighbour sectors of cell A, they cover 12 sectors.
6 neighbour sectors are left which can be allocated 3 different
frequency resources. Thus to avoid intra-cluster interference
Nf >= 9, in this paper we pick Nf = 9.



B. SU-MISO using Joint Transmission

Consider SU-MISO transmission, two remote antenna units
are communicating with one user. As a form of SU-MISO
transmission, the Cooperative Joint Transmission (CJT) uses
the Maximum Ratio Transmission (MRT) precoding technique,
the receiving signal by a user k is given by [13]:

yk =
∑
j∈BS

√
Pthjkxk +

∑
i∈BI

√
Pthikxjm + nk (12)

where nk is the AWGN whose power density is N0 and xk is
the original transmitting signal to user k.

The transmitting antenna set is BS and the interfering
antenna set is BI , hjk is the channel gain from transmitting
antenna j to user k.

Thus the downlink Capacity of user k is given as :

Ck = BWk log2(1 + γk) (13)

where

γk =

∑
j∈BS

Pt|hjk|2∑
i∈BI

Pt|hik|2 + Pn
(14)

where Pn = N0 × BW is the noise power and BW is the
bandwidth.

III. AVERAGE CAPACITY ANALYSIS OF USING LSA

Due to the geolocation feature of LSA, if we introduce
LSA to the MU-MIMO CB C-RAN system for one particular
cell, this cell will obtain more spectrum. However, the cell
edge users have to quit from MU-MIMO CB and use SU-
MISO JT in LSA band, since the neighbour cell users are not
allowed to use LSA spectrum. Moreover, the previous paired
and cooperated users in the neighbour cell will also have to quit
from MU-MIMO CB and use SU-MISO JT in MNO band. We
compare the performance between using LSA and not using
LSA by comparing the average downlink capacity of these two
scenarios and use the comparison results for decision making
on usage of LSA. The comparison problem is divided into
three parts:

1) Downlink capacity analysis of MNO users using MU-
MIMO CB, LSA cell edge users using SU-MISO JT
and previous paired MNO users using SU-MISO JT;

2) Average capacity comparison and threshold for using
LSA or not;

3) Average capacity gain between using LSA or not.

A. Downlink Capacity Analysis for Cell Edge Users

Assume NLSA numbers of users in the LSA cell such as
the central cell A in Fig. 2 are switched from previous band
to LSA band. Assume all remote antenna units support both
MNO band and LSA band. The number of paring users is
equal to the number of LSA user according to our user paring
assumption.

The average capacity of CB transmission is given as:

E[CCB ] =

∑NUE

k=1 CCBk
NUE

=
BWedge

9
log2(1 + E[γCB ]) (15)

The average capacity of LSA transmission is given as:

E[CLSA] =
1

NUE

NUE∑
k=1

Ck

=

∑NLSA

k=1 CJT0

k +
∑NLSA

k=1 CJT1

k +
∑NUE−2NLSA

k=1 CCBk
NUE

=
NLSA(E[CJT0 ] + E[CJT1 ]) + (NUE − 2NLSA)E[CCB ]

NUE
= α(E[CJT0 ] + E[CJT1 ]) + (1− 2α)E[CCB ] (16)

where CJT0 is the average SU-MISO JT capacity of users
in the LSA cell edge and CJT1 is the average SU-MISO JT
capacity of previous paired users in the sectors of neighbour
cells. We use α = NLSA

NUE
to denote the ratio between the

number of LSA users over the number of all users.

We consider a snapshot of the random located users, for
one user k in the LSA cell edge, the downlink SU-MIMO JT
capacity is given as:

CJT0

k = BWLSA
k log2(1 + γJT0

k ) (17)

where BWLSA
k = BWLSA

6 . We assume only cell A is in
the LSA zone and there are no other cells using the same
frequency resource in the LSA band with cell A, thus there is
no interference from other cells for LSA users in our model.

γJT0

k =

∑
j∈BS

Pt|hjk|2

Pn
(18)

However for one user k the previous paring users in the
sectors of neighbour cells, there are interfering signals from
other cells using the same frequency slices, thus the downlink
SU-MISO capacity considering ICI is given as:

CJT1

k = BW JT1

k log2(1 + γJT1

k ) (19)

where BW JT1

k = BWCB
k =

BWedge

Nf
, in this paper Nf = 9

and

γJT1

k =

∑
j∈BS

Pt|hjk|2∑
i∈BI

Pt|hik|2 + Pn
(20)

Thus the average capacity of all cell edge users with some
users using LSA bandwidth is given as:

E[CLSA] =

α
(BWLSA

6
log2(1 + E[γJT0 ]) +

BWedge

9
log2(1 + E[γJT1 ])

)
+ (1− 2α)

BWedge

9
log2(1 + E[γCB ])

= BWedge

(
α
(η

6
log2(1 + E[γJT0 ]) +

1

9
log2(1 + E[γJT1 ])

)
+ (1− 2α)

1

9
log2(1 + E[γCB ])

)
(21)

where η = BWLSA

BWedge
denotes the ratio between the LSA

bandwidth and the MNO cell edge bandwidth. Moreover, the
user ratio α and the bandwidth ratio η is independent with
E[γJT0 ], E[γJT1 ] or E[γCB ].



B. Average Dowlink Capacity Comparison

Our target is using LSA to obtain certain increase in the
performance, thus the problem is find out when we can obtain
higher average capacity with LSA bandwidth than original
MNO bandwidth, then we can make the decision whether to
use LSA bandwidth and how much bandwidth we need to
fulfill the capacity requirements. We compare (21) and (15)
and it leads to:

α(3η log2(1 + E[γJT0 ]) + 2 log2(1 + E[γJT1 ])

≥ 4α log2(1 + E[γCB ]))

3η log2(1 + E[γJT0 ]) + 2 log2(1 + E[γJT1 ]

≥ 4 log2(1 + E[γCB ])) (22)

Assume E[γJT0 ], E[γJT1 ] and E[γCB ] are all far greater
than one, then we use log2(1 + a) ≈ log2(a), a� 1 to obtain
an approximation of (22) given as :

η ≥ 4 log2(E[γCB ])− 2 log2(E[γJT1 ])

3 log2(E[γJT0 ])
(23)

Thus the threshold of η is given as:

η∗ =
4E[γCBdB ]− 2E[γJT1

dB ]

3E[γJT0

dB ]
(24)

C. Average Downlink Capacity Gain

Assume we have enough LSA bandwidth with η > η∗, the
performance gain on LSA over the original MU-MIMO MNO
is given as :

G =
E[CLSA]

E[CCB ]
=
(
BWedge

(
α
(η

6
log2(1 + E[γJT0 ])

+
1

9
log2(1 + E[γJT1 ])

)
+

(1− 2α)

9
log2(1 + E[γCB ])

))
/(BWedge

9
log2(1 + E[γCB ])

)
= (α(3η log2(1 + E[γJT0 ]) + 2 log2(1 + E[γJT1 ]))

+ 2(1− 2α) log2(1 + E[γCB ]))/(2 log2(1 + E[γCB ]))

≈ αη

(
3E[γJT0

dB ]

2E[γCBdB ]

)
+ (1− 2α) +

E[γJT1

dB ]

E[γCBdB ]
(25)

We use A to denote the ratio between SNR of SU-MISO in
LSA users over the SNR of the MU-MIMO users A =

E[γ
JT0
dB ]

E[γCB
dB ]

;
and B to denote the ratio between SNR of SU-MISO in MNO
users over the SNR of the MU-MIMO users B =

E[γ
JT1
dB ]

E[γCB
dB ]

.

Due to E[γJT0

dB ] > E[γCBdB ] > E[γJT1

dB ], we have A > 1 and
B < 1, then (25) is given as

G ≈
(

3ηA

2
− 2

)
α+B + 1 (26)

Moreover
3ηA

2
≥

4E[γCBdB ]− 2E[γJT1

dB ]

3E[γJT0

dB ]

3E[γJT0

dB ]

2E[γCBdB ]
> 2 (27)

Thus for a fixed LSA bandwidth ratio η > η∗ in our system
model, the performance gain will have a linear increment with
the increase of the LSA users’ ratio. where 0 < α <=

NUEcell

NUE
.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The channel model in the simulations includes the small
scale fading channel and the large scale fading channel which
is the path loss. Shadow fading is not considered because it is
assumed that for a cellular network shadow fading from the
antenna to UE is a constant value. The channel gain is given
by hj = gj ∗

√
Ωj [14], where gj is the small-scale channel

gain which is modeled as a Rayleigh channel and Ωj is the
multiplication of the path loss and shadow fading from antenna
j to the UE in which only path loss Lj has been taken into
consideration in this paper.

The scenario considered in this paper is the cellular net-
work C-RAN, thus the path loss parameters that configured for
the simulation are transmitting power Pt = 43 dBm, d0 = 100
m and β = 4 [15].

A. Capacity Cumulative Distribution Function

In our previous work [16], we proved the noise power is
a key factor for downlink capacity in FFR-DAS. Therefore,
in this paper, we consider none-zero AWGN noise power
Pn = −72.8 dBm. The downlink average capacity of the cell
boundary users with the noise power Pn is given as: the ca-
pacity Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) is investigated
in this paper as follows. The average capacity for a user at the
cell boundary is given by:

C =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0

∫ ∞
0

log2(1 + γ)fΓN (re,θe)(γ)dγdθe

=
1

π/6

∫ π/6

0

∫ ∞
0

log2(1 + γ)fΓN (re,θ0)(γ)dγdθ0 (28)

where re =
√

3
2 R0 cos−1(θ0 − π

6 )) and γ is equal to γJT0,
γJT1 and γCB in (18), (20) and (11) respectively.

We use Monte-Carlo simulation with η = η∗ and the results
are shown in Fig. 3. The results show LSA SU-MISO JT users’
average capacity is higher than the MNO MIMO-CB users
and higher than MNO SU-MISO JT users. This validate our
analysis that using LSA in MU-MIMO CB systems will cause
a capacity decrease for the previous paired users in the sectors
of the neighbouring cells.
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Fig. 3: Capacity CDF.



B. Bandwidth Ratio Threshold

We simulate the average capacity using LSA bandwidth
and only MNO bandwidth with different values of η and two
values of α using our system and channel model. The results
are shown in Fig. 4 and that shows the threshold on CLSA ≥
CCB is dependent on η but independent with α. Moreover, the
threshold is close to the analytical result we derived in (24).
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C. Average Downlink Capacity Gain

We derived the capacity gain between LSA and MNO with
the numerical results shown in Fig. 5. With the increase of η,
the capacity gain will also increase. This shows that MNO use
more LSA bandwidth, and hence the average LSA capacity
is increased in frequency domain. For a fixed value of η, the
capacity gain has a linear increment with the increase of α.
This shows that more users join the LSA bandwidth for a
longer time, and hence the LSA capacity is increased in the
time domain.
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V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we use the Licensed Shared Access concept
in the analysis of the downlink capacity of cell edge users in
Distributed Antenna Systems for 5G wireless communication

with the Network Virtualization concept using Fractional Fre-
quency Reuse scheme for resource allocation. We analyzed
and compared the capacity for using LSA with SU-MISO
joint transmission with original MNO MU-MIMO coordinated
beamforming. A threshold of the LSA bandwidth ratio for the
average capacity and the average capacity gain are derived.
Numerical results validate the analytical results. The analytical
results provide a merit for the desicion making of using LSA in
5G wireless communication systems in the context of Network
Virtualization such as C-RAN without the need for simulation.
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